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Together around the fire, familiar, comfortable. A good glass of wine, some 
nice music, the warmth around you, the light of the dancing flames.  
The stories come automatically. About what happened to you during the day, 
developments at work, news from friends and family.  
The stories from your past and your big dreams for the future. Things you 
don't usually share with others but that come so easy now, enveloped by 
warmth and trust. That's what a fire does to a person! Traditionally, fires 
were lit to keep the outside world at a distance. It's why a fire creates an 
atmosphere of intimacy and contact, where you listen to each other’s stories. 

A fire connects
Around a fire you share your holiday experiences with your friends, you tell 
your children a bedtime story, and you share your most intimate feelings with 
your loved one.
A look is all you need, and together you enjoy peaceful silence, gazing at the 
flames, because you don’t need words to understand each other. The fire of 
love, where better than in front of an open fire? That is where you experience 
your most beautiful moments and when you take time for each other. That is 
where you share your stories, full of passion and full of fire! 

Stories just keep coming
Around a fire



The connective and soothing effect of an open fire is our passion. 
We are always looking for the best and most beautiful solutions, because we 
want our connoisseurs to enjoy an astonishing flame effect.

We strive for the same warmth and urge for quality in our contact with those 
around us. Our fires have been developed and produced in the Netherlands 
for devotees all over the world for more than 175 years. Today, Faber is part 
of the Irish family business Glen Dimplex, market leader in top-quality ambient 
electric fires. A strong and trusted combination, with a pure origin! 

In the vanguard of the fire of the future
Faber’s ‘fire makers’ are driven to produce the most beautiful ambient fires. 
Rooted in log fires, leading in gas fires and in the vanguard of fires with new 
fuels, such as biopropane, propane and water mist. With pure craftsmanship, 
knowledge and advanced technology, Faber is responsible for discoveries 
and patents that have become standard in the world of fires today. Our 
latest series of fires, the ‘e-MatriX’, uses water and electricity and is equally 
innovative. In short, ‘making’ ambient fires is part of Faber's DNA, and our 
pride and passion! 

Your Faber fire built especially for you 
If you choose a Faber, we build, adjust the settings and check the fire 
specifically for you. You can be certain that you have a characteristic Faber 
fire effect and a fire that operates perfectly and safely.

Faber means 
175 years of quality
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You want to make as much use as you can of your beautiful garden or 
wonderful patio. Coffee with friends on a cool spring day, a garden party on a 
long summer evening, or a wonderful book on a lazy late-summer afternoon. 
An outdoor fire creates more atmosphere, produces comfortable radiating 
warmth so you can stay out much longer. 

Faber outdoor fires enrich any patio or garden. First of all with the 
characteristic, lively Faber flames that you can see from all sides through the 
large glass surface. Flames that are designed with Faber’s craftsmanship and 
quality, appreciated so much by those who love our inset fires. The designs 
speak of considered simplicity and class, never dominate, but are there to be 
admired at any time.   

Faber outdoor fires work on gas and have automatic ignition, so operation 
requires little attention and the fires work without any hint of a smell.  
With the optional gas socket, you can also connect the fire to a permanent 
gas connection, making the fire even easier to use.

That is how you get more from your garden or patio with a Faber outdoor fire! 

Outdoor
Long summer evenings around a fire
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theBUZZ
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Also available in Corten steel.



theMOOD
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Also available as ST (see-through)



theTUBE
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DIMENSIONS DECORATION VERSION

Page
Exterior dimensions 

WxHxD 
in mm

Fire display 
WxHxD 
in mm

Logs Carrara 
pebbles Black Corten steel

theBUZZ black 8 612 x1388 x 620 456 x 481 x 447 ● ●

theBUZZ corten 8 612 x1388 x 620 456 x 481 x 447 ● ●

theMOOD 10 1260 x 738 x 311 1112 x 305 ● Optional ●

theMOOD ST 10 1260 x 738 x 311 1112 x 305 ● Optional ●

theTUBE 12 522 x1458 x 522 329 x 484 x 422 ●

Outdoor fires

You would like your Faber outdoor fire on natural gas, propane or 
biopropane? No problem! 
All Faber outdoor fires burn on natural gas and on propane. Your fire 
can be fitted with an outdoor gas connection, so you can connect it to 
a permanent gas pipe. It means a gas bottle is no longer necessary, and 
that is even more convenient! 

Faber outdoor fires are also suitable for environmentally friendly propane 
or biopropane. If you would like to find out more about the options of 
propane or biopropane, please take a look at our website.

For more information, please take a look at the website www.faber-fires.eu

The options per fire produce an additional cost. 
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Line drawings
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Measurements provide knowledge!
Would you like to know the exact dimensions of our inset 
fires and stoves? Our dimensions drawings 
are in this brochure or on our website www.faber-fires.eu.

You can also find our fires in the design programmes 
‘SketchUp’ or PaletteCad.  
Convenient when you want to draw on your own inspiration!
https://www.sketchup.com/ and  
https://www.palettecad.com/en/home_2

The Faber dealer, who can be found on  
www.faber-fires.eu, will help you to realise your design.

Draw a dream fire
in your own home



Other Faber collections:
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faber-fires.euSaturnus 8, NL-8448 CC Heerenveen
PO Box 219, NL-8440 AE Heerenveen

Proud brand of

MatriX serie - gas fires

Gas built in - gas fires

e-MatriX serie - electric fires

Free standing - gas fires

@faberhaarden FaberInternational

t +31 513 656 500
e info@faber-fires.eu

Your dealer:

Disclaimer
We have produced this publication with the greatest possible 
care. However the information, including drawings,  in this 
publication may be represented incorrectly, it may have 
changed or been supplemented. This publication is subject 
to change. Glen Dimplex Consumer Appliances Europe is 
not responsible for the consequences of actions, decisions 
or results that are solely based on the information in this 
publication. We emphasise that the correct installation and 
safe operation should be in accordance with the applicable 
rules and regulations, the manual, and the expertise and 
advice of an expert. The photos in this publication only 
represent examples of possible configurations. Whilst stocks 
last. Our terms and conditions of delivery are available upon 
request.


